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Abstract. Altering the viewing parameters of a 3D object results in computer
graphics images of varying quality. One aspect of image quality is the composition of the image. While the esthetic properties of an image are subjective, some
heuristics used by artists to create images can be approximated quantitatively. We
present an algorithm based on heuristic compositional rules for finding the format, viewpoint, and layout for an image of a 3D object. Our system computes
viewing parameters automatically or allows a user to explicitly manipulate them.

1 Introduction
Composition is taught to artists by showing them a few simple rules, then showing
them a number of pitfalls to avoid. We apply rules from the artistic community as well
as observations from the psychology literature. Perhaps it would be more systematic
to extract compositional principles entirely from the psychology literature, but what is
currently known in that field [15, 18, 21] is not yet specific enough to allow automation.
While automation is not needed by artists who know both how to apply and when to
break these rules, our system is intended for the more common non-artistic user.
Little work dealing with artistic composition has been published in the computer
graphics literature. Feiner and Seligmann [9, 17] borrowed principles from technical
illustration. Kawai et al. [11] automated the creation of pleasing lighting. Both He et
al. [20] and Karp and Feiner [10] examined how animation sequences are developed.
Kowalski et al. [12] have explored user guided composition.

2 Compositional Principles
In art, heuristics for creating images of 3D objects fall into three general categories:
choosing the format (image size, shape, and orientation); choosing the viewpoint; and
choosing the layout of the object on the image plane.
2.1

Format

The format of an image describes its shape and proportions. An image that is wider than
it is tall has a landscape format, images that are taller than wide have a portrait format.
Artists use the following rule of thumb [5], landscape formats should be used with
horizontal objects, and portrait formats with vertical objects as in Figure 5 This allows
the object to become part of the format rather than dividing it as shown in Figure 1(a).
While the proportions of the format are chosen at the whim of the artist, most art
instructors agree that the format of an image should be established first [5]. Early work
in psychology
showed that the golden ratio seems to be preferred [3, 16]. The golden
     
. Artists often use a five by eight format, which is regarded
ratio is
as being derived from the golden ratio.

